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Abstract: Model parameters are among the primary sources of uncertainties in land surface models
(LSMs). Over the Tibetan Plateau (TP), simulations of land surface processes, which have not been
well captured by current LSMs, can significantly affect the accurate representations of the weather
and climate impacts of the TP in numerical weather prediction and climate models. Therefore,
to provide guidelines for improving the performance of LSMs over the TP, it is essential to quantify
the uncertainties in the simulated land surface processes associated with model parameters and detect
the most sensitive parameters. In this study, five observational sites were selected to well represent
the land surfaces of the entire TP. The impacts of 28 uncertain parameters from the common land
model (CoLM) on the simulated surface heat fluxes (including sensible and latent heat fluxes) and soil
temperature were quantified using the approach of conditional nonlinear optimal perturbation related
to parameters (CNOP-P). The results showed that parametric uncertainties could induce considerable
simulation uncertainties in surface heat fluxes and soil temperature. Thus, errors in parameters should
be reduced. To inform future parameter estimation efforts, a three-step sensitivity analysis framework
based on the CNOP-P was applied to identify the most sensitive parameter combinations with four
member parameters for sensible and latent heat fluxes as well as soil temperature. Additionally,
the most sensitive parameter combinations were screened out and showed variations with the target
state variables and sites. However, the combinations also bore some similarities. Generally, three or
four members from the most sensitive combinations were soil texture related. Furthermore, it was
only at the wetter sites that parameters related to vegetation were contained in the most sensitive
parameter combinations. In the future, studies on parameter estimations through multiobjective or
single-objective optimization can be conducted to improve the performance of LSMs over the TP.

Keywords: Tibetan Plateau; CNOP-P; surface heat fluxes; soil temperature; uncertainty analysis;
sensitivity analysis

1. Introduction

The Tibetan Plateau (TP), situated in the subtropical central and eastern Eurasian continent,
has an average altitude of approximately 4000 m, a vast area of approximately 2.5 million km2 and
complex terrain. Many studies have addressed the key role of the TP in modulating atmospheric
circulation and regional and even global climate through its topographic and thermal effects [1–8].
For example, in boreal spring and summer, the TP-elevated heating, mainly in the form of surface
sensible heat and latent heat, exerts a crucial influence on the formation and variability of the Asian
summer monsoon [6,9]. Moreover, the surface heating of the TP, which is characterized by surface
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sensible heat, has a close relationship with rainfall in China [7,10,11]. From the numerous studies on
the TP, part of the weather and climate impacts of the TP are realized via the surface energy exchange
between the land surface and atmosphere. Furthermore, the TP’s weather and climate influences
could also be achieved through other components of land surface processes, such as snow cover and
vegetation [12–15]. Consequently, a precise description of land surface processes over the TP is of great
importance for a comprehensive understanding of the impacts of the TP.

Except for in situ measurements and retrievals with remote sensing images, model simulations
provide another significant approach to conducting studies on land surface processes on the TP.
Land surface models (LSMs), as an approximation of actual land processes, are developed to describe
the momentum, energy and mass exchanges between the land surface and atmosphere. LSMs can
offer the necessary lower boundary conditions in the form of energy and water fluxes to the numerical
weather prediction and climate models. However, due to the complex land surfaces, there still
exist challenges for current LSMs to reliably simulate land surface processes within the TP [16–21].
For instance, an evaluation of the performance of the Simple Biosphere Model 2 (SiB2) in the Tibetan
prairie showed that the model overestimated sensible heat flux, latent heat flux and soil heat flux
by 8%, 3% and 13%, respectively [22]. Zheng et al. [21] found that at the Maqu station located
on the TP, the Noah land surface model with the original roughness length scheme significantly
overestimated the sensible heat flux and latent heat flux and underestimated the skin temperature as
well as the soil temperature in deeper layers. Furthermore, by implementing various newly developed
roughness length schemes in the Noah model, the researches revealed that the most promising
parameterization of the roughness length could improve the biases of the sensible heat flux, latent heat
flux, skin temperature and soil temperature in deeper layers by approximately 29%, 79%, 75% and
81%, respectively. By optimizing soil parameters and adjusting soil layers in the common land model
(CoLM), Li et al. [23] improved the soil moisture simulations at several observational stations on the
TP. These imperfections in the simulations of LSMs would adversely affect the representation of the
weather and climate impacts of the TP in numerical weather prediction and climate models [10,24,25].

Generally, three factors primarily affect the performance of LSMs [26]: (1) Model structure,
(2) model inputs such as external forcing data and initial surface conditions and (3) model parameters.
In recent decades, many scholars have focused on improvements via properly specifying the values of
model parameters. For LSMs, parameters are usually derived from other variables based on theoretical
or empirical considerations or prescribed by look-up tables. Naturally, many LSM parameters are
uncertain. These uncertain parameters unavoidably lead to uncertainties in simulations. Therefore,
the first purpose of this paper is to explore to what extent uncertainties in model parameters could affect
the performance of LSMs over the TP. If the parameter uncertainties significantly affect the behavior
of LSMs, to improve the model performance, apart from the model structure and external forcing
data, appropriate parameter specifications should also be considered. To properly assign the values of
model parameters, different parameter estimation methods, such as data assimilation and calibration
methods, have been developed [27–29]. However, due to the growing complexity of LSMs, the number
of parameters is dramatically augmented. The high parametric dimensionality (i.e., the number of
parameters) and computational burdens inevitably limit the application of parameter estimation
methods, and thus, implementing parameter estimation for all model parameters becomes impractical.
Parametric dimensionality needs to be reduced before estimating parameters, and this can be achieved
by using sensitivity analysis methods [30–34]. To limit the parameter dimensionality of calibration
problems using a distributed hydrological model coupled routing and excess storage (CREST),
Gan et al. [31] proposed a stepwise sensitivity analysis method and used this method to reduce the
number of parameters requiring calibrations from twelve to seven in ten representative watersheds in
China. Zhang et al. [34] applied the distributed evaluation of local sensitivity analysis (DELSA) to
examine the parameter sensitivity in the Noah land surface model (LSM) at a desert steppe site in China
and identified the dominant parameters for the growing season surface heat fluxes. By implementing
multi-criteria calibrations against observations, the researchers showed that the Noah LSM with
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12 calibrated dominant parameters performed comparably to that using all 27 calibrated parameters.
Hou et al. [35], Huang et al. [36] and Ren et al. [33] performed comprehensive sensitivity analyses
for outputs of fluxes and runoff from the community land model (CLM) at watersheds across the
contiguous United States. Their work indicated that latent and sensible heat fluxes as well as surface
and subsurface runoff were generally the most sensitive to small subsets of hydrological parameters,
which were associated with climate conditions and model outputs. To improve the performance
of LSMs over the TP, the sensitivities of parameters from LSMs should be investigated to provide
guidelines for model improvements via parameter estimation efforts. Accordingly, the second purpose
of this study is to conduct a parameter sensitivity analysis for land surface modeling within the TP and
identify the sensitive parameters.

Considering the importance of surface heat fluxes to land–atmosphere coupling over the TP,
our research will focus on the simulated latent heat flux (LH) and sensible heat flux (SH). Since soil
temperature is closely related to surface heat fluxes, surface soil temperature (i.e., soil temperature for
the top 10 cm soil layer; ST for short) modeling is also a focus of this study. Moreover, the common
land model (CoLM) [37] will be applied in this study. To quantify the impacts of uncertainties in model
parameters on SH, LH and ST, the conditional nonlinear optimal perturbation related to parameters
(CNOP-P) approach [38] is employed. Due to the limited resources related to humans and materials,
the sensitive and important model parameter combinations with specified parameter sizes should first
be considered to reduce uncertainties and improve the model performance. Accordingly, the sensitivity
analysis method based on the CNOP-P [39] will be used to explore the sensitivities of a single parameter
as well as parameter combinations to identify the most sensitive parameter combinations. The merits of
this sensitivity analysis method lie in taking the nonlinear interactions among parameters into account
as well as in the ability to rank the sensitivities of parameter combinations with specific parameter
sizes. In addition, this method has been confirmed to be flexible and efficient in screening the most
sensitive parameter combinations for net primary production as well as soil carbon simulated by
the Lund–Potsdam–Jena (LPJ) model [39,40] and surface soil moisture in different regions of China
modeled by the CoLM model [41].

2. Observations, Model, Methods and Experimental Design

2.1. Sites and Data

Five observational sites were chosen to characterize the land surfaces over the entire TP: AnDuo,
Ms3478, Ms3637, GaiZe and ShiQuanHe (Figure 1, Table 1). Among these sites, AnDuo, Ms3478 and
Ms3637 were wetter alpine meadow sites in the central and eastern TP. GaiZe and ShiQuanHe were
drier alpine desert sites in the western TP.

At the five sites, in situ data collected within the intensive observation period (May–September,
1998) of the GAME-Tibet (GEWEX Asian Monsoon Experiment in the Tibetan Plateau) [42] were used as
the forcing dataset to conduct land surface modeling. Limited by the incompleteness of observational
data, different simulated (study) periods were chosen at different sites. The simulated (study) periods
at each site are listed in Table 1. To avoid the effects of initial errors, the forcing data on the first day of
the simulated period were utilized repeatedly for the model spin-up of 100 days. During the spin-up
period, parameter perturbations were not superposed.

Table 1. Descriptions of the selected observational sites.

Name Elevation (Unit: m) Land Surface Type Study Period

AnDuo 4700 Alpine meadow 16 June 1998–22 June 1998
Ms3478 5063 Alpine meadow 1 September 1998–16 September 1998
Ms3637 4533 Alpine meadow 1 August 1998–31 August 1998
GaiZe 4420 Alpine desert 1 May 1998–31 May 1998

ShiQuanHe 4278 Alpine desert 1 July 1998–31 July 1998
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The CoLM is a sophisticated model developed by Dai et al. [37] that comprehensively describes 
biophysical, biochemical, ecological and hydrological processes. In addition, the energy and water 
transmissions among soil, vegetation, snow and atmosphere are also well considered. Several 
studies have confirmed that different land surface processes could be reasonably captured by CoLM 
[43–45]. 

Notably, ST (i.e., soil temperature for the top 10 cm soil layer) is not a direct output of the CoLM 
model. As the depth of the first three soil layers in the CoLM was 9.06 cm, ST in this study was 
determined to be the weighted average of the soil temperature in the first three soil layers according 
to the soil layer thicknesses. Figure 2 shows the simulated SH, LH and ST averaged during the study 
periods for different TP sites. Additionally, due to the limited observations, evaluations of the CoLM 
model’s ability to simulate surface heat fluxes at some of the five study sites are provided in the 
supplementary material. As model parameters associated with soil and vegetation are not available 
from observations, simulations are conducted by running the CoLM model with the default values 
of these model parameters. It is well known that errors exist in the model default parameters, which 
are usually acquired from other variables based on theoretical or empirical considerations or 
prescribed by look-up tables. Therefore, errors inevitably appear in the simulated surface heat fluxes 
even though the model parameterizations are reasonable. By comparing observations and 
simulations for SH from three observational sites, Ms3637, Ms3478 and AnDuo, it can be seen that 
although peak values in the afternoon at the Ms3637 and Ms3478 sites are not simulated well and SH 
in the evening is overestimated at the AnDuo site, the diurnal cycle of SH is well captured (see 
Figure S1 in the supplementary material). For LH, similar to SH at Ms3478 and AnDuo, the diurnal 

Figure 1. Map of the five observational sites within the TP (i.e., AnDuo, Ms3478, Ms3637, GaiZe and ShiQuanHe).

2.2. Common Land Surface Model (CoLM)

The CoLM is a sophisticated model developed by Dai et al. [37] that comprehensively describes
biophysical, biochemical, ecological and hydrological processes. In addition, the energy and water
transmissions among soil, vegetation, snow and atmosphere are also well considered. Several studies
have confirmed that different land surface processes could be reasonably captured by CoLM [43–45].

Notably, ST (i.e., soil temperature for the top 10 cm soil layer) is not a direct output of the CoLM
model. As the depth of the first three soil layers in the CoLM was 9.06 cm, ST in this study was
determined to be the weighted average of the soil temperature in the first three soil layers according
to the soil layer thicknesses. Figure 2 shows the simulated SH, LH and ST averaged during the
study periods for different TP sites. Additionally, due to the limited observations, evaluations of the
CoLM model’s ability to simulate surface heat fluxes at some of the five study sites are provided
in the Supplementary Material. As model parameters associated with soil and vegetation are not
available from observations, simulations are conducted by running the CoLM model with the default
values of these model parameters. It is well known that errors exist in the model default parameters,
which are usually acquired from other variables based on theoretical or empirical considerations or
prescribed by look-up tables. Therefore, errors inevitably appear in the simulated surface heat fluxes
even though the model parameterizations are reasonable. By comparing observations and simulations
for SH from three observational sites, Ms3637, Ms3478 and AnDuo, it can be seen that although peak
values in the afternoon at the Ms3637 and Ms3478 sites are not simulated well and SH in the evening
is overestimated at the AnDuo site, the diurnal cycle of SH is well captured (see Figure S1 in the
Supplementary Material). For LH, similar to SH at Ms3478 and AnDuo, the diurnal cycle is well
simulated (see Figure S2 in the Supplementary Material). At the AnDuo site, the peak values are
not well simulated. These results at least justify that the CoLM model can capture the surface heat
fluxes in terms of the diurnal cycle. Generally, the modeling errors for SH and LH can be attributed to
improper model parametrizations; however, errors arising from model parameters cannot be excluded.
Researches have shown that specification of the default parameters may cause significant errors in
the surface energy budget [35,46,47]. Our study will focus on the simulation errors caused by model
parameters. Modeling errors due to model parameterizations are not in the scope of this study.
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Figure 2. The simulated sensible heat flux (SH; a), latent heat flux (LH; b) and soil temperature (ST; c)
using the common land model (CoLM) with the unperturbed parameters at five Tibetan sites. For each
site, SH, LH and ST are averaged in the corresponding study period, which was shown in Table 1.

2.3. Methods

2.3.1. The Conditional Nonlinear Optimal Perturbation Related to Parameters (CNOP-P) Approach

The CNOP-P approach is developed specifically for investigating the simulation or prediction
errors due to model parameters [38]. CNOP-P is a type of parameter errors that satisfy certain
constraint conditions and could lead to maximal simulation or prediction errors at a target
time. To date, the CNOP-P approach has been extensively employed in studies of ENSO
predictability [48], the predictability of the Kuroshio large meander [49], grassland ecosystems [50,51],
terrestrial ecosystems [52–55], land surface hydrology [56,57], parameter calibrations [58,59] and
parameter sensitivity analyses of numerical models [39–41].

Next, the CNOP-P approach is briefly introduced for readers. For more information, readers can
refer to Mu et al. [38], who first proposed this approach. Assume that the state variable U satisfies the
nonlinear differential equations as follows:{

∂U
∂t = F(U, P) U ∈ Rn, t ∈ [0, T]

U|t=0 = U0
, (1)

where U0 represents the initial value of the state variable U, P represents a parameter vector and F
is a nonlinear operator. Let Mt be the propagator of the nonlinear differential equations above from
the initial time 0 to t. Then, the solution at time t, U(t), satisfies U(t) = Mt (U0, P). A perturbation to
the initial parameter vector P, denoted as p, is considered. Now, the solution of Equation (1) is Mt

(U0, P + p) and can be characterized by U(t) + u(t), where u(t) (i.e., Mt (U0, P + p) −Mt (U0, P)) shows
the change in the reference state U(t) due to p.
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In terms of a target time T and norm ‖ · ‖, the perturbation pδ is called a CNOP-P with the constraint
condition p ∈ Ω if and only if the following is true:

J(pδ) = max
p∈Ω

J(p), (2)

where
J(p) = ‖u(T)‖ = ‖MT(U0, P + p) −MT(U0, P)‖. (3)

P is a reference state of the parameter vector and represents the standard parameter values in
the model, p is the perturbation to the reference state of the parameter vector and represents the
parameter vector error and Ω is the feasible domain of the parameter perturbation p. In addition,
the cost function J depicts the variation magnitude of the reference state U due to the parameter errors
p. As a result, the CNOP-P is a type of parameter perturbation, the nonlinear evolution of which attains
the maximum of the cost function J at time T. The cost function value with the CNOP-P represents
the maximal variation magnitude of the reference state due to parameter perturbations. In this study,
this type of cost function value is the maximal uncertainty extent (i.e., simulation or prediction errors)
in numerical simulations due to parameter errors.

In our study, the differential evolution (DE) [60] algorithm, an efficient and derivative-free method,
was applied to compute the CNOP-Ps as well as the corresponding cost function values (i.e., the maxima
of the cost function).

2.3.2. The Sensitivity Analysis Framework for the Model Parameter Combination Based on the
CNOP-P

To determine the most sensitive parameter combination in the numerical models, Sun and Mu [39]
proposed a novel and flexible sensitivity analysis framework based on the CNOP-P. This sensitivity
analysis framework inherits a merit from the CNOP-P approach, which is that nonlinear interactions
among parameters are considered. In general, this framework contains three steps. The first step is
to choose parameters that can be acquired via direct or indirect observations. The second step is to
implement the sensitivity analysis for a single parameter based on the CNOP-P and then remove several
insensitive parameters. The sensitivity for each parameter is measured by the maximal uncertainty
extent in the numerical simulations due to a single parameter error, which can be obtained using the
CNOP-P approach. The greater the maximal uncertainty extent is (i.e., value of the cost function under
the CNOP-P), the more sensitive the corresponding parameter will be. In this step, only one parameter
is perturbed, and interactions among parameters are not considered. In the third step, a sensitivity
analysis for multiple parameters based on the CNOP-P is conducted to determine the sensitivities of
parameter combinations with a specified parameter size. Similar to the second step, for each parameter
combination, the sensitivity depends on the maximal uncertainty extent in the numerical simulations
due to errors of parameters from the parameter combination, which can also be obtained using the
CNOP-P approach. The greater the maximal uncertainty extent is (i.e., the cost function value under
the CNOP-P), the more sensitive the corresponding parameter combination will be. As multiple
parameters are perturbed simultaneously, interactions among parameters are considered in identifying
the sensitivities of parameter combinations. Finally, the most sensitive parameter combination is
determined from the relatively sensitive parameters that are identified in the second step.

Additionally, both the number of relatively sensitive parameters identified in the second step and
the parameter size of the most sensitive parameter combination in the third step could be arbitrarily
specified according to the users’ requirements. This reflects the flexibility of the three-step sensitivity
analysis framework in detecting the most sensitive parameter combinations.

2.3.3. The OAT (One-at-a-Time) Approach

For comparison with the sensitivity analysis results for a single parameter using the CNOP-P
approach, the one-at-a-time approach (OAT) [61] is also employed to determine the sensitivity of
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a single parameter. In this method, when a parameter is perturbed, the other parameters remain
unchanged. Thus, the OAT method ignores the interactions among parameters. Then, the percentage
variation (Pervar) in a model prognostic variable owing to the perturbation in one parameter could be
computed as follows:

Pervar =
PERT−CON

CON
× 100,

where CON is the control value of a model variable simulated without parameter perturbations, and
PERT is the value simulated with a 10%, 20% or 30% change in only one parameter. Obviously, for the
target model prognostic variable, the greater the Pervar is, the more sensitive one parameter will be.

At a specified observational site in our research, the value of CON is fixed. Therefore, the absolute
error of a model prognostic variable caused by the perturbed parameter (i.e., abs(PERB−CON)) is
applied to directly measure the sensitivity of a parameter. The greater the absolute error is, the more
sensitive one parameter will be.

2.4. Experimental Design

In this research, 28 parameters associated with soil, vegetation and snow were selected from
the CoLM model and described in Table 2. The parameters along with their feasible ranges were
ascertained according to the studies by Dai et al. [37], Li et al. [62] and Sun et al. [41]. The CoLM model
has 10 soil layers, and thus, soil-related parameters should change with the soil layers. Consequently,
to represent the vertical soil heterogeneity, soil-related parameters were divided into parameters
associated with topsoil and subsoil. Furthermore, the soil for the first five soil layers was classified as
topsoil (with depths shallower than 29 cm), while the soil for the lower five soil layers was classified as
subsoil (with depths deeper than 29 cm). For example, P01 represented the porosity of the upper five
soil layers, and P02 represented the porosity of the lower five soil layers.

Table 2. Parameter descriptions and their ranges for the Tibetan Plateau (TP) sites in the CoLM model.

Index Parameter Unit Category Feasible Range Physical Meaning

P01 porsl(up) - Soil [0.25, 0.75] Porosity of upper soil, fraction of soil mass that is
voids [37]

P02 porsl(low) - Soil [0.25, 0.75] Porosity of lower soil, fraction of soil mass that is
voids [37]

P03 phi0(up) mm Soil [50.0, 500.0] Minimum soil suction of upper soil [37]
P04 phi0(low) mm Soil [50.0, 500.0] Minimum soil suction of lower soil [37]

P05 bsw(up) - Soil [2.5, 7.5] Clapp and Hornberger “b” parameter of upper
soil [63]

P06 bsw(low) - Soil [2.5, 7.5] Clapp and Hornberger “b” parameter of lower
soil [63]

P07 hksati(up) mm/s Soil [0.001, 1.0] Saturated hydraulic conductivity of upper soil [64]
P08 hksati(low) mm/s Soil [0.001, 1.0] Saturated hydraulic conductivity of lower soil [64]

P09 sqrtdi m−1/2 Vegetation [2.5, 7.5] The inverse of the square root of the leaf
dimension [37]

P10 slti - Vegetation [0.1, 0.3] Slope of the low temperature inhibition function [37]

P11 shti - Vegetation [0.15, 0.45] Slope of the high temperature inhibition
function [37]

P12 trda - Vegetation [0.65, 1.95] Temperature coefficient of
conductance–photosynthesis model [37]

P13 trdm - Vegetation [300.0, 350.0] Temperature coefficient of
conductance–photosynthesis model [37]

P14 trop - Vegetation [250.0, 300.0] Temperature coefficient of
conductance–photosynthesis model [37]

P15 extkn - Vegetation [0.5, 0.75] Coefficient of leaf nitrogen allocation [37]
P16 zlnd m Soil [0.005, 0.015] Roughness length for soil surface [37]
P17 zsno m Snow [0.0012, 0.0036] Roughness length for snow [37]
P18 csoilc - Soil [0.002, 0.006] Drag coefficient for the soil under the canopy [37]
P19 dewmx mm Vegetation [0.05, 0.15] Maximum ponding of the leaf area [37]
P20 wtfact - Soil [0.15, 0.45] Fraction of the shallow groundwater area [37]
P21 capr - Soil [0.17, 0.51] Tuning factor of the soil surface temperature [37]
P22 cnfac - Soil [0.25, 0.5] Crank Nicholson factor [37]
P23 ssi - Snow [0.03, 0.04] Irreducible water saturation of snow [37]

P24 wimp - Soil [0.01, 0.1] Water is impermeable if porosity is less than
wimp [37]

P25 pondmx mm Soil [5.0, 15.0] Maximum ponding depth for the soil surface [37]

P26 smpmax mm Vegetation [−2.0 × 105,
−1.0 × 105]

Wilting point potential [37]

P27 smpmin mm Soil [−1.0 × 108,
−9.0 × 107]

Restriction for the minimum of the soil potential [37]

P28 trsmx0 mm/s Vegetation [0.0001, 0.01] Maximum transpiration for vegetation [37]
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When the CNOP-P approach was applied, the study period was chosen as the simulated period,
as listed in Table 1. Here, the target time T indicates a period, i.e., the entire study period. In this
case, the propagator at target time T (i.e., MT) represented the state variables (SH, LH or ST) averaged
over the entire study period. The cost function was chosen as the magnitude of the simulation error
caused by parameter errors. During calculations of the CNOP-Ps, parameter errors existed and
remained unchanged during the entire simulated period. The obtained CNOP-Ps represented the type
of parameter errors that led to the maximal extent of uncertainty in the simulated state variables (SH,
LH or ST) averaged over the entire study period. The physical comprehension of the cost function
value under the CNOP-P was the maximal uncertainty extent in the simulations, which was also used
to measure the importance and sensitivity of a single parameter or parameter combination.

To facilitate the application of the CNOP-P approach, all parameters were normalized to the range
of [−1, 1] based on the following criteria: y =

x−De f value
Maxvalue−De f value , when x ≥ De f Value

y =
x−De f value

De f value−Minvalue , when x < De f Value
.

In this rule, x and y are pre-normalization and post-normalization parameters, respectively.
Defvalue, Maxvalue and Minvalue represent the standard, maximum and minimum values, respectively.
When x = Minvalue, y = −1 and when x = Maxvalue, y = 1. When x = Defvalue, y = 0. In that way,
the constraint condition in Equation (2),p ∈ Ω, changed to

∣∣∣p∣∣∣ ≤ δ (δ = 1). This transformed constraint
condition was a box constraint and conductive to the CNOP-P calculations.

During the process of screening the sensitive parameter or parameter combination using the
three-step sensitivity analysis framework based on the CNOP-P, three variables, namely, SH, LH and
ST, were successively chosen as the state variable of the cost function in the CNOP-P approach.
Limited by computational resources, the number of relatively sensitive parameters in the second step
and the parameter size of the most sensitive parameter combination in the third step were set to 8
and 4, respectively. That is, via the sensitivity analysis for a single parameter in the second step,
all 28 parameters were ranked, and eight relatively sensitive parameters were selected. Instantly,
C4

8(i.e., 70) groups of parameter combinations with four parameter members could be derived from
the abovementioned eight relatively sensitive parameters. Then, through the sensitivity analysis for
multiple parameters in the third step, all C4

8(i.e., 70) groups of parameter combinations were ranked,
and the most sensitive four-parameter combination could be identified.

Moreover, we also used the OAT approach [61] to investigate the sensitivity of a single parameter.
In the optimization process of the CNOP-P approach, the maximal or minimal value of a parameter
may be sampled; for fairness, the maximal and minimal values of one parameter are both applied as the
perturbed parameter values in the OAT approach. In addition, between the absolute errors due to the
two perturbed parameter values, the greater one is used to measure the sensitivity of each parameter.

In summary, to achieve the two objectives proposed in the introduction section, the flow chart
of this study is described in Figure 3. First, the influences of uncertainties from the 28 parameters of
CoLM on the simulated SH, LH and ST were quantified using the CNOP-P approach, which would
be shown in Section 3.1. Then, the physical processes that cause the uncertainties in SH, LH and
ST would be analyzed (Section 3.2). The results from the above two sections can provide evidence
for the necessity and importance of reducing uncertainties in the model parameters by means of
data assimilation or calibration methods. Finally, to identify parameters that are crucial for model
performance, the sensitivity analysis is conducted step by step using the CNOP-P approach, and the
most important and sensitive parameter combinations will be identified (Section 3.3). Additionally,
it should be noted that the OAT method is only applied to conduct a single parameter sensitivity analysis
for ranking the sensitivities of parameters, which would serve as a comparison and further confirm the
results from the sensitivity analysis for a single parameter using the CNOP-P approach. When the
sensitivities of parameter combinations are identified, only the CNOP-P approach is employed.
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3. Results and Analyses

3.1. Uncertainties in SH, LH and ST due to Parameter Uncertainties

From Section 2, we know that uncertainties in numerical simulations caused by parameter errors
alone could be bounded by the cost function values under the CNOP-Ps, which were obtained through
the optimization procedure of the CNOP-P approach. Figure 4a shows the maximal uncertainties
in the simulated SH at five Tibetan sites due to errors in the 28 selected model parameters. At the
AnDuo and ShiQuanHe sites, the uncertainties (more than 130 W m−2) were greater than those at the
other Tibetan sites. At the Ms3478 and Ms3637 sites, uncertainties were smaller (less than 60 W m−2).
For uncertainties in the simulated LH, similar results were determined (Figure 4b). At the AnDuo
and ShiQuanHe sites, the uncertainties were larger than those at the other Tibetan sites, exceeding
160 W m−2. In addition, at the Ms3478 and Ms3637 sites, the uncertainties were smaller, less than
65 W m−2. Furthermore, the maximal uncertainties associated with ST are shown in Figure 4c. At the
GaiZe and ShiQuanHe sites, the uncertainties exceeded 10 ◦C. However, at the Ms3637 site, this kind
of uncertainty decreased to approximately 2 ◦C.
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The above results revealed that parameter errors could cause non-negligible uncertainties in
surface heat fluxes (i.e., SH and LH) as well as soil temperature (i.e., ST). In addition, at any of the five
Tibetan sites, if parameter errors could cause greater (smaller) uncertainties in any one of the three
state variables (SH, LH and ST), then they could lead to greater (smaller) uncertainties in the remaining
two state variables. This can be explained by the close correlations among SH, LH and ST constrained
by the surface heat balance. Moreover, no matter which state variable was considered in the CNOP-P
approach, uncertainties at the AnDuo, GaiZe and ShiQuanHe sites were greater and smaller at the
remaining two sites (i.e., Ms3478 and Ms3637).

3.2. Physical Processes Contributing to the Uncertainties in SH, LH and ST

Next, physical processes that contributed to the maximal uncertainties in SH, LH and ST caused
by parameter errors will be discussed. In the CoLM model, SH is calculated as the sum of the sensible
heat flux from both ground (SHG) and leaves (SHL; i.e., SH = SHG + SHL). SHG depends on the
temperature gradients between the ground surface and canopy, while SHL is determined by the
temperature gradients between the leaves and canopy. Changes in evapotranspiration from leaves
(ETL) could be used as an indicator of variations in leaf temperature. An increase (decrease) in ETL
signifies a decrease (increase) in leaf temperature. Thus, changes in the ground surface temperature
(Tg) and ETL under CNOP-Ps will be explored to qualitatively account for the uncertainties in SH
due to parameter errors. For LH, it depends on evapotranspiration from the canopy to atmosphere
(ET), which consists of evaporation from ground (Eg) and evapotranspiration from leaves (ETL;
i.e., ET = Eg + ETL). Therefore, variations in ET, Eg and ETL under CNOP-Ps will be analyzed to
demonstrate the uncertainties in LH. As changes in ST are controlled by the ground heat flux (GHF),
variations in GHF under CNOP-Ps will be investigated to illustrate the uncertainties in ST.

Figure 5 shows the changes in SHG, SHL, Tg and ETL under CNOP-Ps relative to their respective
reference states when SH was chosen as the objective state variable in the CNOP-P approach. At the
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AnDuo and GaiZe sites, changes in SHG and SHL jointly resulted in variations in SH (Figure 5a). For the
two sites, Tg was greatly reduced (Figure 5b), contributing to the reduction in temperature gradients
between the ground surface and canopy and then the decrease in SHG. Similarly, the augmentation of
ETL indicated a decrease in leaf temperature (Figure 5c), which was conducive to the reduction in
temperature gradients between the leaves and canopy and then a decrease in SHL. In general, at the
AnDuo and GaiZe sites, the uncertainties in SH due to CNOP-Ps were attributed to the dramatic
reduction in the ground surface temperature and decrease in the leaf temperature related to the
enhanced evapotranspiration from leaves. At the Ms3478 and Ms3637 sites, changes in SH largely
originated from variations in SHL (Figure 5a), which were mainly caused by the increased temperature
gradients between leaves and canopy associated with the reduced ETL (Figure 5c). For the ShiQuanHe
site, changes in SH were dominated by the changes in SHG, which were caused by the reduced
temperature gradients between the ground surface and canopy due to the strongly decreased Tg
(Figure 5b).
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Figure 5. The variations in the sensible heat flux from the ground (SHG), sensible heat flux from the
leaves (SHL; a), ground surface temperature (Tg; b) and evapotranspiration from leaves (ETL; c) due
to the parameter errors characterized by the conditional nonlinear optimal perturbation related to
parameters (CNOP-Ps) at different Tibetan sites when SH was chosen as the objective state variable in
the CNOP-P approach. For each site, the variations denote the changes averaged over the entire study
period, which was introduced in Table 1.

When physical processes accounting for the uncertainties in LH under CNOP-Ps were explored,
ET, Eg and ETL were analyzed. The changes in the above three variables due to CNOP-Ps are shown
in Figure 6. At different sites, the change signs of LH were the same as those for ET. At the AnDuo,
Ms3478, GaiZe and ShiQuanHe sites, changes in ET largely resulted from variations in Eg. Furthermore,
at the AnDuo, GaiZe and ShiQuanHe sites, the enhanced Eg primarily contributed to the uncertainties
in LH, while at the Ms3478 site, the restrained Eg mainly led to the changes in LH. However, at the
Ms3637 site, the inhibited ETL mainly contributed to the variations in LH.
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Figure 6. The variations in evapotranspiration from the canopy to atmosphere (ET), evaporation from
the ground (Eg) and ETL (units: mm/day) due to the parameter errors characterized by the CNOP-Ps at
different Tibetan sites when LH was chosen as the objective state variable in the CNOP-P approach.
For each site, the variations denote the changes averaged over the entire study period, which was
introduced in Table 1.

As the changes in ST were determined by GHF, CNOP-Ps altered the ST mainly by influencing
GHF. In Figure 7, changes in GHF under CNOP-Ps were exhibited. The change signs of ST under
CNOP-Ps were the same as those for GHF. At the AnDuo, GaiZe and ShiQuanHe sites, the reductions
in GHF indicated that less heat could be absorbed by the surface soil, thus decreasing ST. Furthermore,
at the Ms3478 and Ms3637 sites, the increased GHF provided more heat flux for warming the surface
soil, which is conductive to the increase in ST.

From Sections 3.1 and 3.2, large errors might appear in simulations due to inappropriate parameters.
At some sites, the errors were very large, which seems unrealistic. For example, at the ShiQuanHe site,
the error in ET (i.e., variation in ET) reached approximately 8.5 mm/day due to the parameter errors
characterized by the CNOP-P when LH was chosen as the objective state variable in the CNOP-P
approach (Figure 6). However, at this site, the large error in ET explained the large error in LH (Figure 4).
Considering the large error in LH, the error in ET is reasonable and should be large. It is important to
note that the large error in ET or LH or other model variables here was a kind of simulation error that
could appear only when CNOP-Ps were specified as parameter errors in the CoLM model. CNOP-Ps
are acquired to make the cost function (i.e., the simulated error of the target model output) attain its
maximum through an optimization procedure, and fluctuate in the feasible range of parameter errors.
As the realistic parameter errors are unknown, we are unsure whether parameter errors characterized
by CNOP-Ps can appear in reality. Furthermore, we were also unsure whether the errors in simulations
due to parameter errors characterized by CNOP-Ps were realistic. However, we were sure that when
CNOP-Ps are deemed as parameter errors, these large errors would occur in the simulations.
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Figure 7. The variations in ground heat flux (GHF; units: W m−2) due to the parameter errors
characterized by the CNOP-Ps at different Tibetan sites when ST was chosen as the objective state
variable in the CNOP-P approach. For each site, the variations denote the changes averaged over the
entire study period, which was introduced in Table 1.

3.3. Identification of the Most Sensitive and Important Parameter Combination

The previous section showed the maximal uncertainties in the simulated SH, LH and ST owing
to parameter errors and addressed the significant influence of parameter uncertainties on surface
heat fluxes and soil temperature modeling. Due to the large number of parameters in complex
land surface models as well as the limited human and computational resources, it is impractical to
reduce uncertainties in all parameters. Sensitivity analyses should be conducted to first determine
the relatively sensitive parameters. In the following section, different approaches, i.e., the three-step
sensitivity analysis framework based on the CNOP-P method and the traditional OAT method will be
applied to identify the sensitivity and importance of parameters. Furthermore, both the OAT method
and the CNOP-P approach were employed to determine the sensitivity of a single parameter. Then,
according to the results from a single parameter sensitivity analysis, several insensitive parameters
could be removed from all 28 parameters. Due to the limited computational resources, only the first
eight sensitive parameters were kept for use in the last step of the sensitivity analysis framework built
on the CNOP-P method. Finally, from the remaining eight relatively sensitive parameters, the most
sensitive parameter combination with the parameter size of four would be identified. When the
sensitivity of a parameter combination was measured, only the CNOP-P approach was employed,
and the interactions among parameters were considered.

3.3.1. SH

In the sensitivity analysis framework based on the CNOP-P method, after determining the
information about the selected parameters, the subsequent step was to conduct a sensitivity analysis
for a single parameter. Figure 8a shows the results of a single parameter sensitivity analysis for SH
using the CNOP-P approach. At all sites, except the Ms3637 site, sensitivities of P01 (i.e., the porosity
of the upper soil layer), P02 (i.e., the porosity of the lower soil layer) and P07 (i.e., the saturated
hydraulic conductivity of the upper soil layer) always ranked as the top five. The OAT method was
also used to conduct a single parameter sensitivity analysis for SH, and the results also revealed the
similar importance and sensitivity of P01, P02 and P07 (Figure 8b). In the Clapp and Hornberger
empirical formulas [63] applied by the CoLM model, P01 and P02 were used to obtain the soil hydraulic
conductivity and matric potential, both of which are key factors influencing the simulation of soil
moisture. In addition, the formula of hydraulic conductivity also depends on the saturated hydraulic
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conductivity. As the simulation of SH is closely related to the modeled soil moisture [65], the three
parameters P01, P02 and P07 could alter the soil moisture through soil hydraulic conductivity and
matric potential, and thus had a significant influence on SH. This is consistent with the findings of
our previous research [66], which revealed that porosity and saturated hydraulic conductivity were
important and sensitive parameters for surface soil moisture modeling on the Tibetan Plateau.
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analyses using the CNOP-P approach (a) and the one-at-a-time (OAT) method (b) for SH.

Through the single parameter analysis based on the CNOP-P approach, the first eight sensitive
parameters can be acquired. Then, by the multiple parameter analysis built on the CNOP-P method,
the most sensitive and important parameter combinations with four member parameters for SH
were identified from the eight obtained relatively sensitive parameters. Table 3 lists the most
sensitive parameter combinations at different Tibetan sites and the maximal uncertainties these
parameter combinations could induce. The most sensitive parameter combinations varied among
sites. At nearly all of the sites, three or four soil texture-related parameters were contained in these
identified combinations. Only at the wetter sites, such as AnDuo and Ms3637, were parameters
related to vegetation contained in the most sensitive parameter combinations. Furthermore, even if
the combinations had only four parameters, the potential uncertainties due to these four-parameter
combinations accounted for a large proportion of the uncertainties that the 28 parameters could cause.
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Table 3. The most sensitive parameter combinations for SH at different sites and their corresponding
values of the cost function.

Sites The Values of the Cost Function The Most Sensitive Parameter Combination

AnDuo 119.45 P05, P06, P07, P14

Ms3478 34.89 P01, P02, P03, P05

Ms3637 27.27 P08, P14, P18, P19

GaiZe 87.84 P06, P07, P08, P09

ShiQuanHe 138.80 P03, P06, P07, P08

3.3.2. LH

For LH, the results of a single parameter sensitivity analysis for LH using the CNOP-P approach
also addressed the important and sensitive roles of P01, P02 and P07 (ranking as the top five) at all
sites except the Ms3637 site, similar to the results for SH (Figure 9a). In addition, the OAT method for
LH confirmed this point (Figure 9b). Considering that both soil moisture and SH are strongly linked to
LH [65], it is physically reasonable that perturbations to P01, P02 and P07 could greatly affect LH.
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Using the results of the single parameter sensitivity analysis, through the last step of the sensitivity
analysis framework based on the CNOP-P method, the most sensitive and important parameter
combinations with four member parameters were screened out for LH from the remaining eight
relatively sensitive parameters, which are displayed in Table 4. Similar to the results for SH, the most
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sensitive parameter combinations varied among sites. At nearly all of the sites, in these identified
combinations, three or four parameters were soil texture related. Only at the wetter sites, such as
AnDuo and Ms3637, were parameters related to vegetation contained in the most sensitive parameter
combinations, similar to the SH results. In addition, the uncertainties due to the parameter combination
with four parameters were comparable to those caused by 28 parameters.

Table 4. The most sensitive parameter combinations for LH at different sites and their corresponding
values of the cost function.

Sites The Values of the Cost Function The Most Sensitive Parameter Combination

AnDuo 154.41 P02, P03, P08, P14
Ms3478 47.28 P01, P02, P05, P07
Ms3637 35.17 P01, P08, P14, P19
GaiZe 119.24 P01, P02, P04, P07

ShiQuanHe 225.21 P03, P06, P07, P08

3.3.3. ST

The results of the single parameter sensitivity analysis for ST using the CNOP-P approach are
shown in Figure 10a. At most sites, the first five sensitive parameters always included P02 and P07.
The OAT method was used to determine the sensitivity of a single parameter, also indicating the
sensitivity and importance of P02 and P07 (Figure 10b). As discussed above, P02 and P07 could exert
important influences on soil moisture by affecting soil hydraulic conductivity and matric potential and
thus have considerable impacts on ST.
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Using the multiple parameter analysis based on the CNOP-P method, the most sensitive parameter
combinations with four parameters for ST were identified from the eight relatively sensitive parameters
obtained from the results of a single parameter sensitivity analysis. Table 5 shows the most
sensitive parameter combinations at different Tibetan sites and the maximal uncertainties these
parameter combinations could induce. The most sensitive parameter combinations varied among
sites. At nearly all of the sites, three or four soil texture-related parameters were contained in
these identified combinations. Similar to SH and LH, only at the wetter sites, such as AnDuo and
Ms3637, were parameters related to vegetation contained in the most sensitive parameter combinations.
In addition, even if the combinations only had four parameters, the potential uncertainties accounted
for a large proportion of the uncertainties that the 28 parameters could cause.

Table 5. The most sensitive parameter combinations for ST at different sites and their corresponding
values of the cost function.

Sites The Values of the Cost Function The Most Sensitive Parameter Combination

AnDuo 7.04 P02, P05, P07, P18
Ms3478 2.26 P01, P05, P07, P08
Ms3637 0.72 P01, P02, P08, P18
GaiZe 10.31 P05, P06, P07, P08

ShiQuanHe 9.98 P01, P05, P06, P07

4. Summary and Future Work

To provide guidelines for the accurate representation of land surface processes over the TP in
LSMs by removing the uncertainties in a smaller set of model parameters, comprehensive uncertainty
and sensitivity analyses were conducted in this study for surface heat fluxes (including SH and LH) as
well as soil temperature (i.e., ST) simulated by the CoLM model. First, the CNOP-P approach was used
to explore the impacts of 28 uncertain model parameters on SH, LH and ST modeling. This approach
is a nonlinear optimization method and could be used to evaluate the maximal uncertainties of
simulations or predictions in the reasonable range of parameter errors by considering the nonlinear
interactions among multiple parameters. Then, the sensitivity analysis framework based on the
CNOP-P proposed by Sun and Mu [39] was used to evaluate the sensitivities of a single parameter
or parameter combination. This sensitivity analysis framework inherited the merit of the CNOP-P
approach where the nonlinear interactions among parameters were considered, and could be used
to identify the sensitivities of parameter combinations. For comparison, the OAT method, in which
interactions among parameters were ignored, was also used to investigate the sensitivities of parameters.
Five observational sites, namely, AnDuo, Ms3478, Ms3637, GaiZe and ShiQuanHe, were selected to
represent the land surfaces over the TP. The first three sites were typical alpine meadows situated in
the central and eastern TP, and the last two were typical alpine deserts located in the western TP.

Within the TP, the simulation uncertainties of LSMs caused by the model structure were addressed
in a number of studies, while those associated with model parameters received little attention. Our study
focused on the simulation uncertainties due to only model parameters. Numerical results based on
the CNOP-Ps showed that parameter errors owned the ability to result in considerable simulation
uncertainties in surface heat fluxes (i.e., SH and LH) as well as soil temperature (i.e., ST). For example,
at the AnDuo site, the uncertainties in SH, LH and ST were 131.23 W m−2, 166.08 W m−2 and 7.41 ◦C,
respectively. Due to the close relationships among SH, LH and ST constrained by the surface heat
balance at each of the five Tibetan sites, greater (smaller) uncertainties in any one of the three state
variables (SH, LH and ST) meant greater (smaller) uncertainties in the remaining two state variables.
Generally, uncertainties at the AnDuo, GaiZe and ShiQuanHe sites were greater, and smaller at the
remaining two sites (i.e., Ms3478 and Ms3637). The physical processes that primarily contributed to
the simulation uncertainties were also analyzed and shown to vary among sites.
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The simulation uncertainties due to model parameters were confirmed to be non-neglectable.
To improve the model performance from the view of model parameters, the most sensitive parameter
combinations were identified using the three-step sensitivity analysis framework based on the CNOP-P,
and the parameter size of parameter combinations was set to 4. The results showed that although the
most sensitive parameter combinations only had four parameters, the potential simulation uncertainties
due to these four-parameter combinations accounted for a large proportion of the uncertainties that
the 28 parameters could cause. In addition, the most sensitive parameter combinations identified
varied with the target state variables and sites. However, they also bore some similarities. For any
of the three state variables, at nearly all of the sites, three or four members from the most sensitive
combinations were soil texture related. Consistent with the study by Li et al. [67], their sensitivity
analysis results showed that soil parameters were generally more sensitive than vegetation parameters
over the central TP for the Noah with Multiple Parameterizations (Noah-MP) LSM, and the dominant
role of soil parameters was determined in the simulated land surface energy fluxes and soil temperature.
This indicated that if the soil texture-related parameters were properly assigned, SH and LH together
with ST could be better captured by LSMs, at least by the CoLM model. Furthermore, only at the
wetter sites, such as AnDuo and Ms3637, were parameters related to vegetation contained in the most
sensitive parameter combinations for SH, LH and ST.

In future work, based on the most sensitive parameter combinations identified for SH, LH and
ST, studies on parameter estimations through multiobjective or single-objective optimization will be
conducted to improve the performance of the CoLM model over the TP and to further verify the
important role of the most sensitive parameter combinations. In addition, the parameter size of the
most sensitive parameter combinations could be amplified, and then, more important parameters
would be identified.
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